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n her third collection of poems, novelist Elizabeth Cunningham leads
us on an intimate journey into forest and mountain, garden and dream,
along a hidden stream bed and beside a friend’s deathbed. She also explores poetic form, drawing inspiration from ghazal, haiku, tanka, and
song lyric. Eye and ear are equally important to Cunningham; her images are
rich, her rhythms, sure. By turns wry and tender, awed and amused, the collection displays the emotional range of a writer whose questions have led her on
a quest, whether it is following blue trail markers along a cliff or confronting
her own aging and death. These poems are grounded (literally and figuratively)
in Cunningham’s ecstatic connection with the earth in all its strength, fragility
and mystery.
“This luminous book of meditations on finding ecstasy brings us into the still
spaces where inner and outer landscapes converge. Elizabeth Cunningham’s
grace-filled words deftly transform the mundane into the sublime. With senses
wide open, she invites a deep, rich exploration of the natural world and of what
it means to fully engage in life.” —Cristina Eisenberg, ecologist and author of
The Carnivore Way and The Wolf ’s Tooth
“One of Elizabeth Cunningham’s poems declares, ‘It’s all poetry.’ And wherever
she looks, she finds it, as well as the perfect images and phrases that allow us to
share her vision of how all the world is a poem of beauty, meaning, and mystery.
When you step into one of Cunningham’s poems, you understand this. And
wonderfully, you too begin to see everything as poetry.” —Tom Cowan, author
of Fire in the Head and Yearning for the Wind
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